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New DW Spectrum® IPVMS v3.1 is Now Available
Digital Watchdog’s Flagship Video Management Software is
Better than Ever with More Cloud Features and Capabilities

DW Spectrum® IPVMS v3.1 – Built for Users™

Cerritos, CA (December 5, 2017) – Digital Watchdog® (DW™), the industry leader in digital

recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, Digital Watchdog
introduces the latest version of DW Spectrum® IP video management (v3.1) . This release
provides powerful new tools to enhance the end users experience while making DW
Spectrum® systems even easier for system administrators.
The DW Spectrum® v3.1 release continues to develop DW Cloud™ with an all new Cloud web
client to view and review video right in the AWS powered DW Cloud™ portal, allowing users
video access in any web browser. The all new cloud data proxy capability will ensure trusted
connectivity to each site, eliminating the need for any port forwarding.
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With DW Spectrum® v3.1, administrators can now create soft trigger overlay buttons to instantly
trigger system actions right in each video panel. The all new Showreel function allows
administrators to create timed viewing sequences using any resource - cameras, layouts, web
pages, offline files, and even server health monitoring. Additionally, administrators can force
acknowledgement and bookmark by operators before a notification disappears in desktop client
with a new system action.

Multicast stream support and H.265 support adds connectivity options to the 1000’s of supported
devices in DW Spectrum v3.1.
Finally, in DW Spectrum® v3.1 the all new API generator makes it even easier for developers to
connect 3rd party systems to DW Spectrum®. This new feature found in the web client admin
interface under the ‘For Developers’ tab makes creating HTTP Generic Events and API calls
seamless.
The DW Spectrum® IPVMS is accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum® client software
(Windows/Linux/Mac), the DW Spectrum® IPVMS can be accessed with the web client from all
leading web browsers (Google Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari and Opera), as well as
the free DW Spectrum mobile app for iOS and Android devices. The VMS software is included
with pre-configured DW Blackjack NVR servers or it can be installed on third-party Windows or
Ubuntu Linux-based systems.

The DW Spectrum® IPVMS updates automatically in systems where previous versions are
already installed. Click here to view the product’s page on our website or go to www.digitalwatchdog.com and search for DW Spectrum.

Click here to download the full release notes, system requirements and manual update codes.
Click here to learn more about the software and download it for free.
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Digital Watchdog® (DW™) empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of
value-driven complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (HD over Coax™ / hybrid
/ IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW ™ products offer technologicallyadvanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps, Star-Light™ super
low light technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete IP megapixel surveillance
solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and edge recording systems,
Blackjack® NVRs and DW Spectrum® IPVMS for server, mobile and on-camera control.
Complete HD over Coax™ surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor STARLIGHT™ HD over Coax™ cameras, VMAX® Universal HD over Coax™ DVRs and mobile
management applications.
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